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Highlights Impact and implications

� The VI predicts the presence of CSPH and severe

portal hypertension in patients with compensated
cirrhosis and HCC.

� The accuracy of the VI for the prediction of CSPH is
comparable to that of other widely used and vali-
dated NITs.

� Visceral volumetric assessment by MDCT is an
accessible, affordable, easy-to-perform, and accu-
rate test.

� A single imaging test can confirm the diagnosis/
stage of HCC and estimate the individual risk of
different degrees of portal hypertension.
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An increase in portal pressure strongly impacts out-
comes after surgery in patients with early hepatocel-
lular carcinoma (HCC). Direct measurement through
hepatic vein catheterization remains the reference
standard for portal pressure assessment, but its inva-
siveness limits its application. Therefore, we evaluated
the ability of CT scan-based liver and spleen volume
measurements to predict portal hypertension in pa-
tients with HCC. Our results indicate that the newly
described index, based on quantification of liver and
spleen volume, accurately predicts portal hyperten-
sion. These results suggest that a single imaging test
may be used to diagnose and stage HCC, while
providing an accurate estimation of portal hyperten-
sion, thus helping to stratify surgical risks.
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Background & Aims: Clinically significant portal hypertension (CSPH) is a landmark in the natural history of cirrhosis,
influencing clinical decisions in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Previous small series suggested that splanchnic
volume measurements may predict portal hypertension. We aimed to evaluate whether volumetry obtained by standard
multidetector computerised tomography (MDCT) can predict CSPH in patients with HCC.
Methods: We included 175 patients with HCC, referred for hepatic venous pressure gradient (HVPG) evaluation, in whom
contemporary MDCT was available. Liver volume, spleen volume (SV) and liver segmental volume ratio (LSVR: volume of the
segments I-III/volume of the segments IV-VIII) were calculated semi-automatically from MDCT. Other non-invasive tests
(NITs) were also employed.
Results: Volume parameters could be measured in almost 100% of cases with an excellent inter-observer agreement
(intraclass correlation coefficient >0.950). SV and LSVR were independently associated with CSPH (HVPG >−10 mmHg) and did
not interact with aetiology. The volume Index (VI), calculated as the product of SV and LSVR, predicted CSPH (AUC 0.83; 95% CI
0.77–0.89). Similar results were observed in an external cohort (n = 23) (AUC 0.87; 95% CI 0.69–1.00). Setting a sensitivity and
specificity of 98%, VI could have avoided 35.9% of HVPG measurements. The accuracy of VI was similar to that of other NITs. VI
also accurately predicted HVPG greater than 12, 14, 16 and 18 mmHg (AUC 0.81 [95% CI 0.74–0.88], 0.84 [95% CI 0.77–0.91],
0.85 [95% CI 0.77–0.92] and 0.87 [95% CI 0.79–0.94], respectively).
Conclusions: Quantification of liver and spleen volumes by MDCT is a simple, accurate and reliable method of CSPH esti-
mation in patients with compensated cirrhosis and HCC.
Impact and implications: An increase in portal pressure strongly impacts outcomes after surgery in patients with early
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Direct measurement through hepatic vein catheterization remains the reference standard for
portal pressure assessment, but its invasiveness limits its application. Therefore, we evaluated the ability of CT scan-based
liver and spleen volume measurements to predict portal hypertension in patients with HCC. Our results indicate that the
newly described index, based on quantification of liver and spleen volume, accurately predicts portal hypertension. These
results suggest that a single imaging test may be used to diagnose and stage HCC, while providing an accurate estimation of
portal hypertension, thus helping to stratify surgical risks.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL). This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction
The natural history of cirrhosis encompasses several stages asso-
ciated with progressive histopathological, hemodynamic and
morphologic alterations. Typically, the compensated stage is
characterized by clinical stability and a good prognosis, with an
estimated median survival of 12 years from diagnosis.1 Clinically
significant portal hypertension (CSPH), defined as an increase in
the hepatic venous pressure gradient (HVPG) >−10 mmHg, is the
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N = 203 patients with cirrhosis and HCC
and recent cross-sectional imaging study

referred for HVPG measurement
(2012-2019) 

n = 175 patients with recent MDCT 
referred for HVPG measurement

•  3 unable to obtain a correct volume
   segmentation
•  2 unable to calculate SV
•  1 unable to obtain a correct volume
   segmentation and SV calculation
•  2 unable to obtain HVPG

•  4 previous LT
•  8 previous liver resection
•  7 with decompensated disease
•  4 MRI instead of MDCT
•  5 under beta-blocker treatment
   and HVPG <10 mmHg
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key prognostic factor in compensated cirrhosis. CSPH is associated
with an increased risk of decompensation and a greater proba-
bility of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development.2–4 In the
specific scenario of HCC, CSPH also affects the decision-making
process, especially because surgery in patients with HVPG
>−10 mmHg has been associated with a greater risk of early
decompensation and poorer outcomes.5

The gold standard procedure to assess CSPH is HVPG mea-
surement through hepatic vein catheterization. However, this
technique is invasive and not widely accessible in all centres. Not
surprisingly, there is growing interest in the development of
non-invasive tests (NITs) to estimate portal hypertension. Among
them, the most widely used is transient elastography (TE). Either
alone or in combination with platelet count, TE has shown high
diagnostic accuracy for the detection of CSPH.6–8 Other NITs such
as the PSR score (platelet count and spleen diameter by echog-
raphy)9 and the LSPS score (TE, platelet count and spleen
diameter by echography) have also shown high accuracy for
predicting CSPH,10 albeit at the expense of higher complexity and
reduced applicability.11

Measurement of splanchnic organ volumes by conventional
cross-sectional imaging is an easy and reliable technique avail-
able in most centres.12 Current software is based on semi-
automatic volume measurements, which improve reproduc-
ibility regardless of the operator’s experience.13,14 Consequently,
organ volume assessment by multidetector computerised to-
mography (MDCT) or magnetic resonance has become a vali-
dated and widely used method, especially for pre-operative
evaluations in the context of liver tumour surgery and living
donor liver transplantation.15,16

Previous studies including a small number of patients sug-
gested that spleenand liver volumescould reflect thepresenceand
severity of portal hypertension.17,18 Moreover, some studies
pointed to a role of liver and spleen volume as markers of pro-
gression in compensated chronic liverdisease. The liver segmental
volume ratio or LSVR (calculated as the volume of the liver seg-
ments I-III/volume of the segment IV-VIII), which represents the
relative hypertrophy of left segments, has been considered as an
imaging marker of cirrhosis and as a predictor of fibrosis
severity.13,14 Moreover, a recent study has shown that the increase
in LSVR during the compensated phase of cirrhosis is associated
with CSPH, while the decrease in total liver volume (LV) and liver/
spleen volume ratio (LV/SV) are associated with clinical decom-
pensation.19 Therefore, liver and spleenvolumetrymay represent a
novel approach to the non-invasive diagnosis of CSPH, but its role
in this setting is still to be fully defined.We hypothesized that liver
and spleen volumes may predict CSPH in patients with compen-
sated cirrhosis and HCC. In these cases, a single cross-sectional
dynamic imaging test that includes volumetric measurements
would enable the diagnosis and staging of HCC as well as the
evaluation of CSPH. On the grounds of this hypothesis, the main
aimsof our studywere1) todevelopapredictivemodel for CSPH in
patientswith cirrhosis andHCC based on liver and spleen volumes
assessed by MDCT; 2) to compare the diagnostic accuracy of this
modelwith thatof other reportedNITs; and3) to explore theability
of the model to predict other HVPG thresholds above 10 mmHg.
n = 167 patients with HVPG and 
volume measurements

Fig. 1. Patient flowchart. HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; HVPG, hepatic
venous pressure gradient; LT, liver transplantation; MDCT, multidetector
computerised tomography; SV, spleen volume.
Patients and methods
Study design and data collection
In this cross-sectional study, we evaluated all consecutive patients
with cirrhosis (diagnosed according to clinical and morphologic
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criteria) and HCC who were referred to the Liver Unit of our
institution for HVPG assessment between January 2012 and April
2019 (N = 203). In all cases, a recent imaging test was available
(median interval [IQR] between HVPG and imaging test of 29
[15–58] days). The exclusion criteriawereHCCoccurring after liver
transplantation (n = 4), previous liver resection (n = 8) or clinical
decompensation7 at the time of HVPG measurement (n = 7). Four
patients with imaging assessment bymagnetic resonance instead
of MDCT were also excluded. Finally, we did not include five pa-
tients who were receiving beta-blockers and had an HVPG value
less than 10 mmHg in the analysis. After exclusions, a total of 175
patients were included in the study. The volumetric and hemo-
dynamic assessment was fully conducted in 167 of them (Fig. 1).
Importantly, 11 out of 30 patients (27%) with alcohol-related
cirrhosis were in long-term abstinence at diagnosis. Likewise, 59
out of 108 patients (55%) with HCV-related cirrhosis had achieved
a sustained virologic response to direct-acting antivirals (DAAs).

To assess the external validity of our findings, we included an
independent external cohort, comprised of 23 consecutive pa-
tients referred to the Liver Unit of Hospital Universitario Ramón y
Cajal (Madrid, Spain) for HVPG assessment between January
2017 and July 2020 who fulfilled the same inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria.

Demographic, clinical and TE data were collected from elec-
tronic medical records. The validity of TE measurements was
assessed as previously described.20
Hemodynamic evaluation
After an overnight fast, a vascular introducer sheath was placed
into the right internal jugular vein according to Seldinger’s
technique. Afterwards, a 7F balloon catheter was inserted into
2vol. 5 j 100645



the right hepatic vein to assess free and wedged hepatic venous
pressures as previously described.21 The HVPG was calculated as
the difference between the wedged and the free hepatic venous
pressure. All hemodynamic measurements were recorded and
performed at least in duplicate.

Calculation of non-invasive scores
NITs (PSR, LSPS and portal hypertension risk score) were calcu-
lated as previously described9,10,22 (see details in Table S1).

When necessary for the calculation of NITs, spleen diameter
wasobtained fromthe sameMDCTused involumetric assessment.

Liver and spleen volume evaluation
To measure splanchnic volumes, the portal venous phase was
reconstructed with a 2 mm section thickness at 1 mm intervals.
MDCT acquisition settings were based on patient size and study
indication. Philips Intellispace V8 software was used for volu-
metric assessments as follows: after manual selection of
anatomical reference points in the axial sections, this package
provides automatized segmentation of the liver, including the
Couinaud segments. When the initial segmentation is completed,
organ margins are verified and adjusted by the operator when
necessary. This technique has been extensively described else-
where,13,23 providing reproduciblemeasurementswithhigh inter-
and intra-reader agreement. Allmeasurementswereobtainedbya
radiologist (ER) with extensive expertise in abdominal imaging.

Total LV, and the volume of each liver segment and SV were
expressed in cm3. The LSVRwas calculated as previously described
(ratio between the volume of the left lateral section and caudate
[Couinaud segments I-III] and the volume of the right lobe and the
medial left lobe [Couinaud segments IV-VIII]).13,14 Total LV and
LSVR are surrogates of global liver atrophy and of the relative hy-
pertrophy of left liver segments, respectively.

To assess the reproducibility of the method, the volumetric
analysis was repeated in a random sample including 10% of the
measured volumes by a second, independent, non-radiologist,
operator (DR). Volume measurements in the validation cohort
were calculated locally by an experienced radiologist (EC).

Statistical analysis
Quantitative variables were expressed as mean (SD) or median
(range) as appropriate and categorical variables as n (%). The
assumption of normality for the different volume measurements
was tested by the construction of normal probability plots. Stu-
dent’s t test was used to compare continuous variables between
groups, and the v2 or the Fisher exact tests were applied to
analyse the relationship between categorical variables.

The intraclass correlation coefficient for absolute agreement
(mixed effect model) was applied to assess the reproducibility of
volume measurements obtained by the two different operators.

Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses were
performed to identify the volumetric variables independently
associated with the presence of CSPH. The volume parameters
includedwere total LV, LSVR and SV. Age, sex and aetiology of liver
diseasewere also included in the analysis. The backward stepwise
methodwas used, setting p <0.05 and p >0.10 values as the criteria
for the inclusion or exclusion of variables, respectively. To assess
whether the aetiology of cirrhosis could modify the relationship
between the volumetric parameters and the presence of CSPH, we
assessed the significance of an interaction term composed of
aetiology (viral, alcohol, metabolic dysfunction-associated fatty
liver disease [MAFLD] and others) and the volume variables.
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To evaluate internal validity, a bootstrapping analysis (bias-
corrected confidence interval) generating 500 test datasets by
random selection with replacement was used.

The calibration of the model was tested by the Hosmer-
Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test, plotting the agreement be-
tween the predicted and observed probabilities of CSPH.

The discriminative ability of the predictive model was
assessed by receiver-operating characteristic analysis. The AUC of
the new index was compared with those obtained for other NITs
by the DeLong test.

All the reported p values were two-sided; the type 1 error rate
was set at 0.05. The analyses were performed with the software
Stata version 17.0.
Ethical considerations
The study was approved by the local ethics Committee of Hos-
pital General Universitario Gregorio Marañón (dated March 24,
2014).
Results
Patient characteristics and reproducibility of volume
measurements
A total of 175 patients with cirrhosis and HCC referred for HVPG
evaluation were included in the study (Fig. 1). The majority of
patients had HCC within the Milan criteria (mostly unique tu-
mours less than 5 cm) and no previous treatment. HVPG was
successfully measured in 173 patients (98.9%). Ninety patients
(52%) had CSPH.

Volume assessment including LV, LSVR and SV could be per-
formed in nearly the whole cohort (100%, 97.7% and 98.3% of
patients, respectively).

Baseline demographic data and characteristics of liver disease
in the derivation cohort are summarized in Table 1.

Agreement between the two independent operators for the
volume measurements was excellent (intraclass correlation co-
efficients of 0.999 [95% CI 0.997–0.999], 0.997 [95% CI,
0.984–0.999] and 0.976 [95% CI, 0.906–0.994] for total LV, SV and
LSVR, respectively).
Development and diagnostic performance of a volume-based
index for the prediction of CSPH
The prevalence of CSPH was 52%, similar to that previously re-
ported.11 Univariate and multivariate analyses identified that
only LSVR and SV, but no other variables such as LV, age, sex or
aetiology of liver disease, were independently associated with
CSPH. Interactions between aetiology (viral, alcohol-related,
MAFLD or others), and the volume variables were not signifi-
cant, suggesting that the cause of liver disease did not modify the
relationship between volume-derived parameters and CSPH.

According to these results, we defined a new volume index
(VI; cm3) obtained from the product of both volume parameters
(volume index = LSVR (segments I-III/IV-VIII) * SV). This approach,
previously described for developing other NITs,10 maximizes the
predictive effect of each parameter and simplifies the calculation
of target thresholds with clinical applications. The capacity of VI
to identify CSPH in the derivation cohort was high (AUC 0.83,
95% CI 0.77–0.89) (Fig. 2A), and importantly, greater than that
observed for LSVR or SV separately (AUC [95% CI]: 0.83
[0.77–0.89] vs. 0.72 [0.64–0.80], p = 0.001, and 0.83 [0.77–0.89]
vs. 0.79 [0.72–0.86], p = 0.143, respectively). Bootstrapping
3vol. 5 j 100645



Table 1. Characteristics of the derivation cohort (n = 175).

Characteristic

Demographics
Age (years) 62.24 (9.98)
Sex (male) 145/175 (82.86)

Aetiology of liver disease
Viral 124/175 (70.86)

HCV 99/124 (79.84)
HBV 16/124 (12.90)
HCV + HBV 9/124 (7.26)

Alcohol-related 30/175 (17.14)
MAFLD 14/175 (8.00)
Other 7/175 (4.00)

Milan criteria
1 tumour <5 cm 101/175 (57.71)
3 tumours <3 cm 35/175 (20.00)
Exceeding Milan criteria 39/175 (22.29)

Oesophageal varices [n = 146]
No varices 76/146 (52.05)
Small 46/146 (31.51)
Large 24/146 (16.44)

Treatment with beta-blockers 32/175 (18.29)
Liver stiffness (kPa) (median [IQR)] 13.9 [9.1-26.3]
Laboratory parameters

Platelets (103/ll) 130.14 (56.06)
Bilirubin (mg/dl) 0.86 (0.53)
INR 1.14 (0.36)
Albumin (g/dl) 4.04 (0.47)

Haemodynamics
HVPG (mmHg) [n = 173] 10.65 (5.11)
CSPH (yes) 90/173 (52.02)

Volumetric assessment by MDCT
Total liver volume (cm3) 1,607.02 (407.89)
LSVR 0.44 (0.23)
Spleen volume (cm3) 519.38 (407.89)

Data are expressed as n/N (%), mean (SD) or median [IQR].
CSPH, clinically significant portal hypertension; HVPG, hepatic venous
pressure gradient; INR, international normalized ratio; LSVR, liver segmental
volume ratio (volume of segments I-III/segments IV-VIII); MAFLD, metabolic
dysfunction-associated fatty liver disease; MDCT, multidetector computerised
tomography.
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analysis confirmed these results (bootstrap AUC 0.83; 95% CI
0.77–0.90), indicating appropriate internal validity.

The diagnostic performances of different VI cut-off values are
shown in Table 2. When the sensitivity and specificity were set at
98%, the use of VI could have avoided 35.9% of invasive HVPG
measurements (Fig. 3), accepting false-negative and false-
positive proportions of only 2.3% and 2.5%, respectively.

No significant differences were found between the expected
and observed probabilities in the different quintiles of risk
(p = 0.541), indicating an appropriate calibration of the model.
The calibration plot clearly showed that the reliability of the
model for assessing individual absolute risk improves for prob-
abilities of CSPH above 0.2 (Fig. 2B).

A nomogram for individual risk prediction of CSPH according
to VI is shown in Fig. S1.
Comparison of the diagnostic accuracy of VI with that of
other NITs
One hundred patients (59.9% of the overall series) had a coinci-
dent TE exam (median timeframe between the diagnostic pro-
cedures of 29 days [IQR 15–76]), allowing for calculation of NITs
that include TE in their equations. In contrast, we were able to
calculate the PSR and compare it with the VI in the whole cohort
(n = 167). We did not find significant differences between the
diagnostic accuracy of VI and the other predictive indexes
(Fig. 4), suggesting that VI predicts CSPH similarly to the different
validated NITs.

Finally, we compared the diagnostic performance of the VI
with the recently published Baveno VII criteria to rule in (TE
>−25 kPa) and rule out CSPH (TE <−15 kPa + platelet count >−150 ×
109/L).7 Using VI cut-off values of 194 and 111 cm3, could have
saved a greater proportion of invasive studies compared to the
Baveno VII criteria (59.5% vs. 42.2%), with comparable negative
and positive predictive values to rule out and rule in CSPH,
respectively (NPV 88.4% vs. 88.5%; PPV 90.3 vs. 84.6%) (Table S2).
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External validation of VI for the prediction of CSPH
Overall, the external validation cohort (23 patients) was com-
parable to the derivation cohort (Table S3). Of note, in the vali-
dation cohort, a higher proportion of patients had a single
tumour <5 cm.

The AUC of the VI for the prediction of CSPH in this cohort
was 0.87 (95% CI 0.69–1.00), reinforcing its discriminative ability
within a similar patient cohort (Fig. S2).

Diagnostic accuracy of VI for the prediction of different HVPG
thresholds
A total of 64 (36.99%), 49 (28.32%), 30 (17.34%) and 16 (9.25%)
patients had HVPG values greater than 12, 14, 16 and 18 mmHg,
respectively.

The VI exhibited a solid discriminative ability across the
entire spectrum of values explored: AUC 0.81 (95% CI 0.74–0.88),
0.84 (95% CI 0.77–0.91), 0.85 (95% CI 0.77–0.92) and 0.87 (95% CI
0.79–0.94) for the prediction of HVPG greater than 12, 14, 16 and
18 mmHg, respectively (Fig. S3).

Sensitivity analyses of VI performance for CSPH prediction in
specific subgroups
Considering the variety and complexity of the target population,
we performed a sensitivity analysis to explore the performance
of the model in specific subgroups of patients: 1) patients
without beta-blocker treatment; 2) patients without varices; and
3) patients with a BMI >30 kg/m2, as a surrogate of MAFLD (with
or without HCV). In all cases, the VI showed a similar diagnostic
performance for the prediction of both CSPH (Fig. S4) and other
HVPG thresholds (12, 14, 16 and 18 mmHg) (Table S4).
Discussion
CSPH is the main prognostic factor in patients with compensated
cirrhosis, conferring a higher risk of clinical decompensation, HCC
development and death. Moreover, the diagnosis of CSPH or
higher thresholds of portal pressure strongly impacts the
decision-making process, particularly in patients with potentially
resectable HCC. HVPG measurement through hepatic vein cathe-
terization is still the gold standard method to assess the presence
of portal hypertension. However, the use of NITs has become an
5vol. 5 j 100645
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acceptable benchmark andwidely used strategy to diagnose CSPH
in clinical practice. Previous studies have suggested that visceral
volumetry (liver and spleen) may be a surrogate marker of
advanced liverdisease and its complications.17,24Nevertheless, the
role of liver and spleen volumetry in the non-invasive diagnosis of
CSPH in patients with chronic advanced liver disease, especially
those with HCC, is not well-known.

Our study shows that liver and spleen volume assessment by
MDCT is a reliable method to predict CSPH in patients with
compensated cirrhosis and HCC. An important novelty intro-
duced by our study is the use of regional intrahepatic volume
changes as a predictor of CSPH. The VI (or volume index) in-
cludes the LSVR, a surrogate of the relative hypertrophy of left
segments. LSVR has previously been shown to be related to the
progression of liver disease, correlating with the stage of
fibrosis.14 Although the mechanisms that drive the typical
regional variations in chronic liver disease are not fully under-
stood, it is reasonable to hypothesize that they are related to the
severity of portal hypertension in the compensated phase of the
disease. Therefore, these novel findings suggest that the VI is a
robust and accurate tool for the prediction of CSPH.

Assessment of liver stiffness by TE is the non-invasive tech-
niquewith the best proven accuracy for CSPHdiagnosis inpatients
with compensated disease (reported AUCs up to 0.88).22 Such
predictive capacity of TE further improved when combined with
other parameters, such as platelet count or spleen diameter. In our
series, the VI showed a similar non-inferior diagnostic accuracy to
that observed for themost commonly usedNITs. Notably, only one
diagnostic test is required to calculate the VI, increasing its
applicability compared to the other scores. Furthermore, it is well
described that TE variability can reach rates up to 20%–30%,25 even
with experienced operators, which represents a major flaw for
those valueswithin the indeterminate ‘grey zone’. By contrast, our
study shows that liver and spleen volumetric assessment has
excellent reproducibility across operators regardless of experi-
ence, confirming observations from other studies in the litera-
ture.14,15 Some previously reported models developed in small
cohorts that include liver and spleen volumetric parameters, have
been shown tohave a high accuracy topredict different thresholds
of portal hypertension.18,24 However, these models incorporated
other variables such as endoscopic findings (i.e. oesophageal
varices), radiological features unrelated to visceral volume (i.e.
ascites) and laboratory determinations. This approach could help
to improve the performance of the model, albeit at the expense of
increasing the complexity and overestimating the diagnostic ac-
curacy of the volumetric parameters when including findings
typically present in patients with either clinically significant or
severe portal hypertension.

The inclusion of additional novel characteristics increases the
value of our predictive volumetric model. The data used to
generate the VI were drawn from a large cohort of patients from
a reference centre in the management of liver disease and HCC.
The information collected was obtained in the setting of clinical
practice and included a comprehensive set of diagnostic tests, all
available in most of the patients, to generate the new index and
calculate the most used NITs. Additionally, patients that
comprised our cohort were consecutively included as opposed to
previous studies based on volumetric assessments that included
only patients with oesophageal varices.17,24 Comparatively, our
approach granted an unbiased pre-test probability consistent
with previous data (50%–70% prevalence of CSPH in compen-
sated cirrhosis) and minimized the risk of selection bias.5,26
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Finally, we did not find statistically significant differences be-
tween the expected and observed probabilities in the different
risk groups, and the performance of the model remained un-
changed both in the bootstrapping analysis and when applied to
an external validation cohort. Therefore, the model is adequately
calibrated and holds internal and external validity that
strengthen our results.

Several relevant findings arise from our study. The VI predicts
the presence of CSPH in patients with compensated cirrhosis and
HCC, and its accuracy is comparable to that of other widely used
and validated NITs. In addition, the VI is reliable for predicting
different HVPG thresholds above 10 mmHg, allowing for a
continuous estimation of the severity of portal hypertension. This
is of special relevance in patients with HCCwho are candidates for
surgery. The improvement in surgical techniques, along with
careful patient selection, increases the safety margins of per-
forming surgery in some patients with HCC and CSPH.26 In line
with the previously mentioned results, the model showed
adequate calibration, suggesting that it is a reliable tool for
continuous risk assessment in individual patients. It is important
to note that the reliability of the model to assess the individual
absolute risk improves for probabilities of CSPH above 0.2. A
plausible explanation for this finding is that patients at earlier
stages present fewer morphological changes, accounting for
improved model performance to confirm rather than exclude the
presence of CSPH.

Considering that visceral volumes may be influenced by the
underlying aetiology,27 we specifically addressed this issue by
incorporating an interaction term including the VI and aetiology
in the logistic regression model. The variables that indepen-
dently predicted CSPH remained unchanged, suggesting that the
cause of the liver disease does not influence the relationship
between volumetric changes and outcome.

Therefore, a single imaging test provides the necessary in-
formation to 1) confirm the HCC diagnosis; 2) assess its stage;
and 3) estimate the individual risk of different degrees of portal
hypertension, identifying patients in whom invasive HVPG
assessment may be warranted. The VI can be calculated in an
accurate, fast, easy and reproducible manner with software to
quantify liver and spleen volume by MDCT, available in most
centres. Moreover, it is a reasonably priced examination that can
be performed from an imaging test indicated for other reasons,
without a significant increase in the consumption of technologic
and human resources. This relatively simple processing tech-
nique provides valuable prognostic information that could be
systematically incorporated into radiological reports. Validation
of these results in other populations may assimilate an additional
useful tool into clinical practice that improves the decision-
making process and prevents unnecessary invasive procedures.

Our study has some limitations that deserve further discus-
sion. A proportion of the patients included in the derivation
cohort were under treatment with beta-blockers or had oeso-
phageal varices. However, these patients are commonly seen in
clinical practice. Consequently, not considering this subgroup for
the analysis would have excluded cases with severe portal hy-
pertension, impairing the implementation of the model in the
full spectrum of patients with HCC and compensated cirrhosis.
Interestingly, the VI preserved its diagnostic accuracy for the
prediction of CSPH in the external cohort, in which none of the
patients were under beta-blocker treatment. Furthermore,
sensitivity analysis excluding patients with beta-blockers and
patients with oesophageal varices, rendered similar results.
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The aetiological distribution of liver disease in our series closely
mirrors the currentepidemiologyofHCC inEurope,with8%of cases
secondary toMAFLD.28However, epidemiologicalmodels point to a
significant increase in the disease burden over time associatedwith
MAFLD, including HCC.29 This means it will be necessary to spe-
cifically validate our model in patients with MAFLD-related liver
disease. To partially overcome this matter, we performed a sensi-
tivity analysis restricted to patients with a BMI >30 kg/m2, as a
possible surrogate diagnosis of MAFLD. The VI accurately predicted
CSPH in this subset of patients. Concerning HCV-related cirrhosis,
the successful implementation of DAAs has been shown to improve
portal hypertension.30 In our cohort, only 55% of cases had received
specific therapy at the moment of diagnosis; thus, it is conceivable
that future patients with HCC treated with DAAs will present with
different HVPG values compared to our series. Considering that
changes in HVPG after DAA therapy occur several weeks after sus-
tained virological response,30 this issue does not undermine our
results since therapeutic decisions in the context of HCC must be
madequickly.Whether our results are applicable in recompensated
patients after DAA treatment, when HVPG changes are well estab-
lished, remains to be elucidated.
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Another potential limitation is the relatively low number of
patients included in the validation cohort. Although the
discriminative ability of our predictive model remained similar,
this observation needs further validation in larger well-
characterized cohorts.

In conclusion, our results show that the quantification of liver
and spleen volumes by MDCT is an accessible, affordable, easy-
to-perform, accurate and reliable method to estimate the de-
gree of portal hypertension in patients with compensated
cirrhosis and HCC. In this clinical context, where an MDCT is
mandatory for the diagnosis and staging of liver cancer, a
simultaneous volumetric assessment may help to personalize
treatment decisions based on the individual risk of CSPH and
avoid unnecessary invasive procedures.

The potential utility of this tool for the entire spectrum of
patients with liver disease rather than just compensated pa-
tients with HCC warrants further investigation. Corroborating
these results in large populations where all the stages and ae-
tiologies are well-represented might have a significant impact
on the management of patients with liver disease in clinical
practice.
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